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bstract 
Thi project was an aluation of Prince eorg anadian Mental Health 
Association's emors onnection Programme a substanc abuse programme fi r older 
adults. 
The researcher established a prototype, which was funded by anadian Mental 
Health ssociation and initiated by the xecutive irector Linda oran. Permission 
was given by Ms Doran to use the information from the prototype for this project. The 
information that was used was extracted from client files covering a five year period . 
ll 
Because of the who list, harm-reduction nature of the programme, several 
variables were examined. hange over time was measured in several areas, including 
frequency and consumption of alcohol, prescription drug misuse, problems with 
accommodation, and family relations. Demographic information was also extracted from 
the files, and compared with the findings in the literature. Finally, counsellor 
interventions were examined. 
There was general improvement in most areas. The demographics were 
consistent with the literature except women in the 55-64 age group were over-
represented, while women in the 75 and over group were significantly under-represented . 
There was also a greater percentage of early-onset problem drinkers in the eniors 
onnection Progran1me than what was indicated by the literature. Interventions by the 
counsellor varied according to the needs of the clients, which is con is tent with the 
expectations for a client-centred, harm-reduction programme. 
The Seniors' onnection Programme is unique in Prince eorge. It is achievmg 
positiv outcomes for its participants. However, there may be some people v ho ould 
benefit from this programme, but are not being r ach d. orne of these may beth 
worn n over age se nty-fi who 1nay have hidden abuse pr blen1 . Better public 
awaren ss thr ugh education of the general public, a well a th health pro[! ssional , 
might serv to increase the likelih od of concern ab ut lder adults and th ir sub lance 
abu e. Il might also lead to more arm reduction mod 1 to addres the whole person, not 
just the alcohol or substance abus . 
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hapler n : Inlr du li n 
lc hol abu am ng lder adult i a nou 1 ue. Il affe l w m n nd men 
from all ocio-economic gr up , m lime sh rtening li e and metim e ha ing a 
negative effect on the quality f life. ntil recently it wa b lieved that lder adult 
ould either top drinking a part f lh maturati n pr c , r die befl re ld age. w, 
ilh ur populati n agmg lh number fb lh older adult and lh se with ale h I abu e 
. . 
ar mcreasmg. mographic indicate that ur p pulati n is ag ing quickly a the baby 
boomer approach ld age and a life e peel ncy mcreases. 
e pile the gr wing numb rs of older ad ult , lc h I abuse in thi s age group is 
largely a hidden problem . !though some older adults benefit from traditional treatm ent 
because of issues related to their ag many older adults do not. They often fai l t eek 
help through traditional treatment due to lack of identification of their need s, in ability to 
access services, or inappropriateness of the services. Profes ionals are often rei uctant to 
assist older adults in obtaining treatment because of a belief that alcohol is the older 
person' s last pleasure and that it should not be taken away. If an older person's last 
pleasure is alcohol, then it is important to provide meaningful alternatives during the 
treatment process, before removing the alcohol. 
The Problem 
In Prince eorge, apr gramme which seeks to addr ss the need of th older 
individual with alcohol or ub lance abu e is ues is the enior ' nne ti on Programm , 
w hi ch has been operated by the anadian Mental H alth o ialion in e 199~ . 
The eniors' onnection Progra1nm i an outreach programtn for older adult 
(fifty-fiv years of age or older all wing £1 r om fl ibility for minimum age) wh live 
in or around Prince eorge [! r whom there i eith r uspected r confirm d mi u e f 
alcohol or drug , ither pa t or curr nt, and 11 r whom there are factor that are known to 
increas the risk of alcoh 1/drug mi u in late life. Th programme i als £1 r those 
old r adults for whom ther ha e been rep at admi sion to hospital or visits to h spital 
emergency wards when alcohol or drug use is known or suspected as a factor. The 
programme also includ s people mo t commonly spouses who are affected by the 
drinking of others. ( anadian Mental Health sociation, pp .l-2, 1992). 
The objectives of the eniors' onnection Programn1e are as follows: 
1) to use a variety of treatment approaches to alcohol and/or drug 
1nisuse but principally to use an outreach method to reach older 
persons in their own homes; 
2) to collaborate with existing community services for older persons 
to assess, develop and deliver treatment plans related to alcohol or 
drug misuse, isolation support, and/or housing; 
3) to provide counselling, support, and problem-solving strategies for 
individuals, families and caregivers ; 
4) to provide informal teaching and support to individuals, families 
and/or caregivers about alcohol and drug misuse in older persons 
( anadian Mental Health Association, 1992, pp .1-2). 
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Th prograrnm goals of the enior ' onnecti n Programn1e ar 
1) to encourage and support both the independenc and integrati n 
of older person in th community· 
2) to id ntify and addr the need of older per on who misus 
alcohol or drugs in way that r fleet th particular i ue f aging, 
fore ample, gri mg· 
3) to id ntify and addr the n eds of old r p rs ns wh have a 
history of mi use of alcohol or drugs that wh n combined with aging 
results in issues of support housing and independence; 
4) to eliminate, or to reduc or modify the frequency, amount and 
pattern of alcohol and/or drug consumption; 
5) to work toward maintaining progress, that is , relapse prevention 
( anadian Mental Health Association, 1992, pp.l -2) . 
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The Seniors' onnection Programme is based on the philosophy that wellness 
includes physical, social and mental health, and that the misuse of alcohol or drugs must 
be treated within the context of that holistic concept of well-being. This is consistent with 
the World Health Organization (1999, p.l) definition ofhealth as "a state of complete 
physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or 
infi1mity." In order to address the whole person, and not just the disease or absence of it 
the eniors' onnection Progran1me operates within a client-centred, ham1 -reducti n 
model. The programme repr sents a mov beyond the disease, or m dical model, where 
the inter-relatedness of many factors is addre sed . 
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Using the hann-r duction mod I allows th individual to continue to utilize 
establish d coping mechanisms such as alcohol, until oth r means f c ping ar in place. 
( pencer, 19 8, p. 8). "The counsellor helps eniors to se the c nn ction b tween their 
drinking, and smne of the other difficultie , uch a h alth probl ms they may be 
e periencing that ar related to or caused by drinking (Fitzgerald, 1998 p. 21 ). " 
The purpo e of th tudy i to evaluate th ef~ ctivene fthe eniors ' 
onnection Programm in m eting it tated objecti e and goals . This will assist th 
couns I lor in identifying area of programme strength and weakness. It wi II also provide 
an opportunity forTh anadian Mental Health ssociation to examine the outcomes of 
one of its progra1n1nes. It will help the reader gain a better understanding of probl em 
drinking among older adults and the needs of this group. Finally, through examining the 
Seniors ' Connection Progran1me, it will provide a better understanding and an 
appreciation of a wholistic harm-reduction-based approach to treatment. 
Research Question 
Is the Seniors ' Connection Programme effective in meeting its goals and 
objectives? In this study, the researcher completed a questimmaire using data extracted 
from the files of a number of Seniors' Connection Programme clients . This information 
was compiled and examined to dete1mine the effectiveness of the Seniors' onnection 
Program1ne in meeting its goals and objectives. 
elimitation and Limitati n of the tudy 
A pr totyp wa d ne tracting in[! rmation fr m file based primarily up n 
running r cords of the nior ' onnection coun llor. au this study wa not 
designed prior to intak some of the infom1ation required was not available or required 
some subjectivity on the part of the r s archer. Also, du to staff changes there is 
inconsistency in the style and focu ofr cording, with some social work r providing 
much more detail than other . Because recording since 1995 was done alm st 
e elusively by one indi vidual, the inc n i tencie lie in the peri d prior to that time. 
The forty-five fil s included in thi tudy are those that have been open for a 
pe1iod of at least six month and hav been open during 1995 r later. There is 
consistency in interpretation of the information because th e researcher examined all of 
the files . 
Definition of Terms 
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"Older adults" refers to adults aged fifty-five and older. "Alcohol abuse" and 
"alcohol mi suse" are used interchangeably. In the Seniors ' Connection Programme, th ey 
are defined as using alcohol to the point where the drinking has a negati ve effect on one 's 
health and overall lifestyle. For example, this can refer to illne ses that are exacerbated 
by the use of alcohol, or housing problems or family relations problen1s that are caus d 
by alcohol. 
Harm reduction is defined as "any approach directed towards decreasing the 
adverse health, social , and economic consequences of alcohol u e without requi ri ng 
abstinence from alcohol us " ( pencer, 1998 p.7). 
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Outr ach is a harm-r duction- trat gy that attempts to g t people n1oving in the 
dir ction of change e n if change in high ri k beha iour is not accepted . The outreach 
worker doe not wait [! r clients t come t h r office. h go wh re the client ar and 
r pond to the need which they identify (W st rm y r 19 8, p. 1; pencer, 1 98, p . 
1 0). 
ummary 
Our population is aging and with aging comes an increase in the problems related 
to old age. Although alcohol abuse i a erious problem for many older adults, it remains 
largely a hidden problem. It is hidden from the professionals and sometimes from the 
individual alcohol abuser. The eniors' Connection Programme is des igned to work with 
those older adults for whom abuse of alcohol or other substances has been identified or is 
suspected . Based on the belief that older adults have different treatment needs than do 
younger adults, the Prince George eniors ' Connection Programme e1nploys outreach-
based, ham1-reduction strategies. 
hapter two: Revi w of the it rature 
In British olumbia one half of all alcohol-related d aths curr nt ly occur within 
the senior population (Droganes 1999 p. 6). Heavy drinking ov r a number of y ar 
shortens the life span by ten to fift n y ar ( pencer, 1997, p. 11). In additi n to 
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short ning life alcohol abus al has a negati e impact on quality of li.B . lcohol abuse 
increa es the risk of falls r ulting in fractur s. Pr 1 nged abu e al serves t 
e acerbate chronic di eas uch a atihritis, rheumatism, high blood pressure, diabetes , 
and h art dis ase (Droganes, 19 p. 6). It is also known to cause liver damage and 
contribute to malnutrition (Baron & arver 1 97, p. 273). Alcohol impairs th e 
effectiveness of some dn1gs , for example anticonvulsants or anticoagulants while 
increasing the effects of others (Beresford & omber 1995) . Excessive intoxication and 
or withdrawal can cause delerium· a 1nedical emergency. ognitive impairment, 
according to Abrams & Alexopoulos, is "among the most significant clinical 
consequences of alcoholism (1991, p . 351).' They add that older alcoholics are at greater 
risk of dementia than other cohort groups . Bienenfeld estimated the prevalence of 
dementia mnong older alcoholics to be between 25% and 60% (1990). Despite the fact 
that some individuals use alcohol as self-medication for insomnia, it has a negative effect 
on the quality of sleep, causing irritability and lethargy (Bienenfeld, 1990, p. 352) . 
Individuals who have been long-term alcoholics generally age earlier ( aunders, 1998). 
Death is sometimes directly related to alcohol. The rate of death related to alcohol is 
hi gh in Prince George compared with the provincial average, as is shown in Tabl 1. 
While the rate of alcohol-related deaths for males is 2.8 per l 0,000 population compar d 
with 2.7 for British olumbia, among femal s the difference betw nth pro inc and 
8 
the city i ignificantly great r with .7 p r 10 000 in Prince orge c mpar d with 1 per 
"1...-
10,000 in B . f.. (7 .3 _ = 1 0,000) 12 < .05). B re ford omber (1995) empha ize th 
importance of early recognition att mpt to reduce alcohol intak and comprehensive 
1nanagement in keeping th older p r on as healthy a po ible. 
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Tabl 1 
rage tandard Mortality Rat c r P r 10 000 opulation £ r 11 Ag , 199 1 
-
North North Central Central Central Central Brit ish Briti sh 
Central Central Fraser Fraser Island Is land Columbia Columbia 
Interior Interior Vall ey Valley Female Male Female Male 
Female Male Female Male 
All causes of death 55.2 88.7 51 .7 71.4 44 .2 1 42.1 57.9 
Malignant neoplasms 14.3 20 17.3 19.1 12.7 1 12.4 15 
I. Heart disease 5.6 15 9.1 14.2 7.6 1 .1 7.3 12 
Stroke 2.8 6.1 4.3 4.9 3.9 1 3.9 36 
Pneumonia , flu 2.6 4.2 1 7 2.5 24 1.3 1.8 2 1 
Diabetes 1.5 1 8 1.1 1 0.7 0.7 0.8 1 
Arteries 0.9 2.2 0.6 1. 7 1.2 1.3 0.9 1.4 
MVA 1.6 4.2 1.6 4.8 0.4 0.4 0.8 2.1 
Suicide 0.4 2.2 0.5 1.9 0.2 0.6 0.5 1.9 
Alcohol related 3.7 2.8 1.1 2.8 0.6 0.7 1 2.7 
Older problem drinkers are not a homogeno us group. Two main groups of 
drinkers, early and late onset, were identified by Rosin and Glat (1971) with other studi s 
grouping problem drinking into 1nore categories dependent on age of on et and pattern of 
use ( raham, 1 89). The category, early onset, generally refers to those indi idual v ho 
began drinking relatively early in life, and continue to drink as old r adult . There ar 
more personality or mental health difficulties among this group than among th late- n et 
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group ( latt and Rosin 1964 Baron and arver 1 97 pp . 28 1-2 ). ale- n et pr blem 
drinkers are those who began h avy drinking lat in life and usually use ale h I as a 
coping mechanism to adapt to the str sse and problems of old age (Rosin and lat 
1 64; Baron and arver 19 7 pp. 2 1-2 ). Zin1berg timated that approximately one 
third of the older problem drink r ar late ons t, with the other tw third being early 
on t (1979) . third group which may be quite large r fers t int nnittent drinkers. 
Baron and arver (1 97 p . 276) ugge t that thi group can be addressed within either 
the early or late-onset gr up depending upon the ymptoms which they present. It 
consists of people who have p riodica lly abused alcohol or other substances throu gh ut 
their lives and for whom aging exacerbates the problem. chuckit suggests that some 
elderly intermittent alcohol abusers have a pre-existing psychopathology that causes the 
secondary condition of alcohol abuse (1979). Table 2 shows the characteristics of earl y-
onset and late-onset proble1n drinkers as reported in the literature (Bienenfeld, 1987, p. 
164). 
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Table 2 
haracteri tic of Early-On et and Late-On et Problem Drinking Old r Adult 
Characteri tic *Early-on et 0/o **Late-on et 0/o 
S parat d r divor ed 55 22 
Wid wed 0 3 
Tim pent in jail 55 78 
Organic Mental Di ord r 36 11 
erious health problems 91 44 
Family History of Alcoholi m 44 86 
*Onset of heavy drinking before ag 40 
**Onset of heavy drinking after age 40 
orne of the factors involved in problem drinking among older adults include loss, 
and stress related to aging. This includes widowhood retirement, and poor health . A 
feeling of helplessness and loss of control can lead to depression and loss of self-esteem, 
which sometimes trigger heavy drinking. Suicide is also prevalent among older adults . 
The Standard Mortality Rate (SMR) for suicide in Prince George is 1.22, compared with 
that of British Columbia, which is 1.0 (BC Division of Vital Statistic , 1995, p. 1 0) . 
Prince George ' s SMR is in the top quintile con1pared with other BC communi ti e (8 
Division of Vital Statistics, 1995 , p.13). Table 2 show the Prince Georg female ui cidc 
rate is lower than the provincial rate, with the male rate sufficiently higher to mak Prine 
eorge's overall suicide rate substantially higher than that for British olumbia. Th 
highest suicide rates for both females and males were in the over eighty ag group, with 
male at 47.9 per 100,000, much high r than females at 12.2 per 100 000 of the age 
specific population. (B Divi ion of Vital tati tic 1995 p. 6). sg od, Wo d, 
Parham state that loneliness and isolation are oth r factors that have a negative effect on 
many older adults (1995). penc r report that the inability to riv c ntribute 
ignificantly to older women s i olation. nly 22°/o of women ag d 75 and ver have 
drivers' licenses ace rding t the 1991 ati nal urvey on ging and Ind p ndence. 
ccording to the an ad ian utomobi I so tatwn the annual cost of upkeep [! r a 
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v hicle is prohibitive for many old r adults patiicularly older widows. orne are unable 
to drive because of health reason uch as vision problems (1997), and some of th se may 
involuntarily surrender their driver ' licenses. 
It is difficult to obtain accurate nmnbers with respect to prevalence of alcoholism 
among older people. Because of the lower tolerance to alcohol or different risk levels for 
alcohol abuse (Baron & Carver, 1997, pp. 272-273) the quantitative criterion which is 
normally used to measure alcoholism is invalid when measuring alcoholism among older 
people. The nun1ber of drinks per occasion is set inappropriately high for older people. 
Although elderly alcoholics appear to consmne less alcohol than their younger 
counterparts, this is misleading. Naik and Jones (1994) state that older people are also 
less likely to be charged while impaired due to the reluctance of law enforcement officers 
to press charges. Since most older adults are no longer employed and often live alone, 
indicators such as work or family problems are irrelevant to the older person's li£ (Baron 
and arver, 19 7, p. 275; Saunders, 1988, p. 13). Among women, alcoholism can be 
even more hidden than among older men because of the social stigma attached to\ omen 
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drinking e ce ively in ublic. ften old r p ople ha e ~ w r c ntacts s metime living 
alone or in institutions ( ldercare m1nittee, 1992). 
Pruzinsky (1987) noted that problems of misdiagnosis and Ina king of symptoms 
were frequently encountered in old r adults using alcohol. raham (1 86) and Pruzinsky 
(19 7) share the opinion that in an effort to protect old r pati nt , esp cially wom n, 
from the stigma of a diagno i that specifie alcohol a a factor, health professionals 1nay 
overlook alcohol misus in ho pital tati tic . 
istinguishing problem related to ubstance u from th se which are nonnal 
parts of the aging process pre nts anoth r difficulty in identifying those older adults with 
alcohol abuse (Saunders Graham, Flower and White- ampbell, 1987; aunders, 1988; 
Harrison and arver, 1997; Baron and arver, 1997). These problems include increased 
physical illness malnourishment falls, increased vulnerability, and physical disorders 
resulting from these and other conditions ( aunders, 1988, p . 15). 
Also self-reporting tends to be inaccurate. This can be the result of a lack of 
awareness of consumption level or memory deficits that sometimes accompany heavy or 
long-term drinking (Graham, 1986, Wattis, 1981 ). Both the stign1a attached to drinking 
in which individuals often associate drunks with derelects and skid row bums ( pencer, 
1997) and the moral "will-power" issue prevent accurate self-reporting. In addition 
family collusion may affect accurate reporting (Grahan1, 1986; Wattis, 1981 ). 
"Several studies showed that alcohol use does not decline with age and this 
finding suggests that alcohol misuse may becmne a more serious problem as cuiTent 
problem drinking middle-aged adults move up into the old age brackets' (Newall 
ti erhoff, Amos, Smith, & Walmsley, 1994, p. 18). Demographics al indi ate that a 
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higher pr p rti n of y ung men drink compar with lder women. thee w m n 
age it i likely that many f th m ill c ntinue to drink hea ily thu adding t the 
m rea ing number f lder al h li urrentl y, d pit the fa t that twel e per en t f 
anada populati n are em r nl ne half t one p r cent f the total m ney p nt n 
addicti n programme i all ated pecifi ally t 
The Bo ton ormati e g ing tudy ( lynn 
roganes, 19 , p. ). 
uchard , castro aird 1 5) 
bowed that although old r n1al c hort rep rted I wer mean c n umption level when 
initially urveyed ach age cohort group had maintain d it con umpti n level over a 
nine year period. There[! re it i r ali tic to anticipate increasing I vels of alcohol 
con umption a th populati n age . n eight en year long itudin al stud y by itzgerald 
and Mulford (cited in urti e ll er toke Levin , Mo re, 19 9) pre ents simi Jar 
findings. This study shows a decreas in the quantity of alcohol consum ed with 
maturation but no change in the percentage of the population who drank, in the 
frequency of consumption or m the problems associated with drinking. 
There are indications that in some cases abstinence may not be a desi rabl e goal. 
chonfe ld and Dupree (1991) state that it is possible that in stressing abstinence, the high 
risk situation that led to alcohol abuse prior to treatment, if unattended to could re ult in 
relapse after treatment. Mishara and Kastenbaum (1980) suggest that when the condition 
that led to the drinking behaviour are not elimin ated it i like ly that the drinking problem 
or other ineffective ways of dealing with the despair will occur. Blake ugg t 
promoting more successful adaptation to the adult's total life situation through contr lied 
drinking or modification of the drinking beha iour (1990) . b tinenc 1 a ery limiting 
goal that fails to address other health i ues that may r may n t be cau d b al oh I. If 
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the individual is using alcohol to elf-medicate for pain sleeping problems or other 
chronic problems it is important to addre s the e i ues ( pencer 1997 pp.l6-17). 
Blake sugge ts that there ne ds to b a range of goal to allow for fle ibility in treatment 
planning. good starting point [! r roviding ervice i th old r per n concern for 
phy ical probl rn . Thi an later b e pand d to include serv ice t arrest ale h !i sm, a 
abstinence may becom th client' goal thr ugh inv lv ment in the pr gramme. a 
eli nt-driven, and not a counsellor-dri en goal , it b come more m aningful ( ulino, 
Kadin, & Wallace 19 9). The first tep is to 1ninimise ham1 ( pencer 1997). pencer 
states: 'The senior may n ver 'admit' the problem and it is debatable whether that is 
necessary for seniors - as long as the behaviour changes and the harm is reduced" (1997, 
p. 17). 
In 1987, hann reduction was adopted as the framework for an ada's ational 
Drug trategy. It defined ha1m as "sickness, death , social misery, crime, violence and 
econon1ic cost to all levels of government" (Riley 1994, p. 2). An alternative to the 
moral/criminal n1odel which advocates punishment, or the disease models of drug abuse 
and addiction, harm reduction neither moralises nor pathologises . The focus is shifted 
from the individual 's immorality or sickness to the consequences of addictive behaviour. 
Although abstinence is recognised as an ideal long-term goal, the various levels of hi gh-
risk behaviour are viewed as part of a continumn from excess to moderation to ab tinence 
with any reduction in hann viewed as success (Marlatt, 1998, p. 51). Reducing the 
sti gma attached to problems associated with substance abuse or mi suse is another 
component of hann reduction. This al lows other related issues, such as personal h alth, 
family and financial proble1ns in tead of the a tual substance abuse to be orne th £1 cu 
for help eeking (Marlatt 199 p. 55). Wholistic in its approach harm r duction goes 
beyond the sub tance a use "adopting a compreh n iv health prom ti n resp nse l 
lifi styl problen1s ' (Marlatt, 1 9 , p. 56). Harm reduction i consistent with arl 
Rogers ' "client cent red" approach in it co llaborative r lationship between client and 
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th rapist. It is also consi tent with braham Maslow ' hierarchy of human needs which 
espouses that the higher n d (p ychol gical, social and spiritual) cannot b w rked 
upon until th basic n ed for food and heller hav been met (Maslow, 1 8) . 
pringer views the u e of alcoh l or other drugs as a coping strategy in tead [a 
moral d ficit or sickness and advocate th use of a wh listie approach to treatment. " It 
is important for workers to understand that when a person has multiple problems, one of 
which is drug use ripping that defense from them as the first step is inappropriate and 
counter-therapeutic (1991 p. 144) ." Miller & Rollnick (1991) state that if individuals are 
in an 'ambivalent' state, confrontation, such as forcing people to ' admit ' to having 
addictions or forcing goals, such as abstinence on them, may lead to or exacerbate 
problems of 'denial' and 'resistance.' Insisting that individuals must 'admit' to having 
addictions or 'reach bottom' before they can be helped might mean waiting too long. 
Some people may never ' admit' the problem. Waiting for people to hit rock bottom may 
mean waiting for their death, particularly for older adults. (Spencer, 1997). Traditional 
treatment requires the clients to be self-motivated and willing to change and take 
responsibility for their own heath. However, for those individuals who e prolonged u e 
of alcohol has led to cognitive impairment and perhaps dementia this is not u ually 
possible (Fisher, 1993). 
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Research support the need £ r s nior-sp cific treatment, pecifically community 
outreach program1nes ( raham aund rs Fl wer Timn y Whit - ampb ll, 
Pietropa lo 1990). Th re are e eral factors that supp Ii the need£ r ge- pe ific 
treattnent. Programm s targeted at younger adults tend to use c nfTontati nal techniques 
to which old r adult often hav adverse r actions. nsory los , a generally slower pace, 
and dif£ rent cohort value pr sent barri r to involve1nent in gr up tr atment aimed at 
younger adults. Also, health and tran portation difficultie 1nay prevent access to either 
individual clinical or group e ion . lder women have a particularly difficult tim 
accessing services ( pencer 1997 p. 17). They have a higher prevalence of mobility and 
cognitive impainnents, and a higher percentage of older women than older men do not 
drive. Individuals may experience sensory loss such as hearing loss, which prevents full 
pa1iicipation in groups of younger adults. ognitive impairment often as a result of 
long-term drinking, is another barrier to seniors in seeking treatment. Also, older adults 
tend not to seek treatment (Mishara, & Kastenbaum, 1980; Spencer, 1997) sometimes 
because they view obtaining help as demeaning and undermining what little remains of 
their independence (Spencer, 1997). 
huckit (1977) found that older abusers are more likely to complete substance 
abuse programmes than are their younger counterpa1is. Kofoed Tolson tkinson , Roth , 
and Turner (1987) found that older adults in age-specific groups remained in treatment 
longer and completed treatment more often than did elderly alcoholics in a mixed age 
group. Dupree, Browskowski, & Schonfeld (1984), and Zimberg (1979) advocated 
treatment emphasising rebuilding social support networks and coping with age- peci fie 
problems. 
Older problem drinker are not a homogenous group. Many (appro imately one 
third) of them did not b gin prob lem drinking unti l late in life when faced with stress s 
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r lated to aging. The e tr include lo of mpl yment and th accompanying latu 
and econon1ic problems lo s f p u and friends, l s of h alth, and 1 ss of mobility. 
The characteristic of th tw groups ar different with the arly-ons t group having 
more difficulties than the late-on et gr up . 
It is difficult to m asure the precise numbers of older adults with alcohol 
problems. Because of their lower tol ranee to alcohol, the criteria for measuring are 
inaccurate since they are based upon the measurement of younger individuals. Also, 
memory problems pr vent accurate identification of alcohol problems among this group. 
In addition to all of this professionals are sometimes reluctant to identify alcohol 
problems among older adults . This could be, as raham (1986) and Pruzinsky (1987) 
suggest, an attempt to protect them from the stigma attached to drinking. However, it 
could also be due to indifference or bigotry. 
Although it is clear that alcohol abuse is damaging to older adults, the research 
indicates that abstinence is not always the best solution. There is a consensus that a more 
holistic approach which addresses other issues in the lives of these individuals is more 
effective in improving quality of life and, indeed, sometimes in prolonging life. 
Traditional approaches to alcohol abuse which require that individuals admit th y hav a 
drinking problem before receiving any kind of help do not meet th n eds of th majorit 
of older alcohol abusers. 
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hapter Thr e: Method 
The research r e amm d th total population that m t th crit ria. lients 
included in the study had to have had open files for a minimum of ix m nth , with part 
of that time occurring eith r during or since 1 95. Although the pr gramme ha operated 
since 1992, the 1995 date as impo ed in rder t keep the study current and t have 
om consistency with the recording from which inti rmati n was drawn. ince 1 95 the 
progratnme has been primarily op rated by one ial worker. 
All data were collected by there earcher and confidentiality was maintained by 
creating a master list from which numbers were assigned to questionnaires. The 
technology used for this project was an Excel spreadsheet for entering and analysing the 
data. 
The variables considered were age, gender, marital status, occupation financial 
concern disclosure, type of accom1nodation, health problems and hospitalisations, onset, 
amount and frequency of drinking, level of drug use, relationship of alcohol use to 
events, family relations, social life and leisure. Other variables included types of 
interventions used by the social worker n1ajor features of contact by the social worker, 
and daily living. 
Research procedures 
This project is an evaluation of the Seniors' onnection Programme. The initial 
procedure involved the design of a questiom1aire (Appendix B). This questionnaire wa 
based on infonnation that was used to evaluate the ommunity Old r P r ns' lc hol 
( P A) programme in nlario, apr gramme on which the enior ' onnection 
Pr gramme 1 indir tly ba d. It wa u ed by the research r G r ntering data directly 
from file . 
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Ace s to files was e tablished for xtraction of data for the prot type. ata were 
collected by reading the file of programm participant . It was xtracted from all the 
files which had been open for a minimum of six month during 1995 r later. The t tal 
number that met these crit ria wa forty-five. All data were collected by the researcher. 
onfidentiality was maintained by cr ating a master list from which numbers 
wer assigned to que tionnaire . fter the completion of the prototype, the master list of 
client nan1es was retun1ed to the anadian Mental Health s ociation leaving the 
researcher with only the anonymous data. 
Interviewing was not used because many of the clients' memories were not 
reliable and there was a possibility that questioning these individuals about changes over 
time could confuse and a1moy them. 
Results 
The participants consisted of seventeen females and twenty-eight males . Table 2 
shows the age and gender distribution in the Seniors ' onnection Programme and in the 
City ofPrince George. The "over 85" category has been collapsed into the "75 and over" 
category. 
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able 3 
ge and Gend er Di tribution 
Senior ' onnection Progranun 
Age Fema le Male Total 
55-64 4 2 6 
65-74 7 10 17 
75 5 16 21 
Total 16 28 44 
i 
Prince ·eorge 
Age Fema le Male Total 
55-64 2340 2795 5130 
65-74 1480 1465 2945 
75+ 965 640 1605 
Total 4785 4900 9680 
There are twice as many women as men in the 55-64 age group of the Seniors' 
Connection Progra1nme, compared with a much smaller gender difference distribution in 
Prince George. A chi square test revealed that women in the 55-64 group are over-
represented when compared with the number of wmnen in this age group in Prince 
1... 
eorge X (2, N = 4) = 13 .76, 12. < 05 . A more dramatic difference between the gender 
distribution of the Seniors' onnection Progran1me and Prince Georg is in the olde t 
L 
category, 75 and older X- (2, N = 5) = 56.5, 12.< = .05 . This group of five femal and 
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i t en males contrasts in proportion with the numbers for Prince eorge which sh w 
ix hundred forty female and nine hundred sixty-five mal s. 
In the 65-74 ag group there i no statistical significance in the difference 
betwe n the num er of females ersu mal s in the niors onnection Programme 
G.-
compared with that for Prince eorg (2, N = 7) = .9, 12=.05) . 
oncerning onset of drinking of thirty- fl ur participant who provided thi s 
information ther were twenty-six (76 .5o/o) early-onset drinkers and eight (23.5 o/o) late-
onset drinkers . Of the other eleven individual who were on1itted from this breakdown, 
this information was not available for eight, and two had co-dependency issues, but were 
not alcohol or substance abusers . 
In six of the twenty-six early-onset drinkers, drinking was related to an event, and 
in seven out of eight late-onset drinkers this was also the case. This information was not 
availab le for the remaining twenty late-onset problem drinkers . For one indivi dual for 
whom information regarding early or late-onset was unknown, the drinking was related to 
an event. The most frequently identified event was grief/los , which was the experience 
for four early-onset drinkers and three late-onset drinkers. The next hi ghest frequency of 
drinking related to an event was marital or family problems, which was the experience of 
three individuals; two late-onset and one for whom onset was unknown. Retirement 
triggered problem drinking for one late onset drinker. One early-onset problem drinker 
began heavy drinking as a reaction to the traLUna of war. There were also three 
individuals for whom drinking was triggered by a number of fac tors. For the early-on et 
individual drinking was a reaction to a combination grief/loss, phy ical abu e, and e. ual 
abuse. or one late-onset drinker, grief/lo s was accmnpanied by retirem nt, another 
fonn of lo and for one indi idual for whom onset of drinking i unknown a 
combination grief/los marital/family probl ms, and e ual abuse were all related 
factor . 
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The majority of the e peopl hav multipl h alth problems. Thirty-two have tw 
or more chronic medical condition in addition to alcoholi m. The breakdown of these 
condition is hown in Tabl 4. Thr individuals have no identified medical diagn ses. 
This includ one co-depend nt who doe not have a ub tance problem, one probl em 
drinker and one for whom medical information i not available . ight individuals have 
only one chronic medical condition in addition to alcoholism. One individual who has a 
history of alcoholism but no longer drink has only an alcoholism diagnosis, and another 
individual has one n1edical condition but no diagnosed alcoholism. 
Twenty individuals have cardio-vascular problems, twelve have sensory losse or 
difficulties, and ten suffer from musculo-skeletal problems, such as arthritis . Thirteen 
have depression while eight suffer frmn dementia. 
In the marital status dmnain, thirty-one (79.3 o/o) were neither married nor living 
cmnmon law. Most ofthese, (15, or 38.4%) were divorced. 
Twenty-six (59o/o) of the pmiicipants lived alone, while five (11.3o/o) lived in 
group settings. Only three lived with family. Seven individuals changed their living 
arrange1nents during their involvement with the Seniors ' onnection Programme. 
Condition 
Cardio-vascular 
De pre lOll 
Table 4 
Health Probl ms 
ensory losse or d1fficulti e 
Musculo- kele tal 
Dementta 
Respiratory 
Endocrine 
Genito-urinary 
Gastro-mtestina I 
Psychiatric other than dementia or depression 
Head Injuries 
D elusions 
Obes1ty 
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F r equenc 
20 
13 
12 
10 
08 
OS 
04 
06 
03 
03 
02 
01 
01 
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The predmninant occupation among this group of fourteen individuals [! 11 int the 
un killed category. This unskilled cat gory c nsi ted f 42.8°/o early onset, 30o/o nset 
unkn wn and 2 .5°/o late on et. Homemaker wa the ne t m st common category 
which included eight individual 
Within the legal domain a total of seven p ople (15.5o/o) had legal problems at 
some time during the cour e of their participation in the eniors ' onnecti n Programme. 
ix of th se were early on et drinker while onset of problem drinking was unknown for 
one person. 
Referrals to the programme were made by a variety of sources . Infonnation 
regarding referral source was available in thirty-six cases. Of these thirty-six, nine 
referrals were made by Prince George Regional Hospital. Three were from The Prince 
George Detoxification Unit (Detox), and there were two from each of the followin g; 
physicians, Psychiatric Out Patients, a nursing home, or a visiting homemaker. One, was 
from a visiting nurse and one was from Ministry of Human Resources (MHR). The 
remaining fourteen referrals were from other sources. This included the Geriatric 
Assessment Committee, Alcohol and Drug, Society Advocating for Wmnen and Children 
Shelter (A WAK), Prince George Regional Corrections Centre (PGRCC), Mental Health, 
and Native Health . 
The majority of the participants in the eniors' onnection Programme were also 
involved with other agencies, and this often required the involvement of or refl rral from 
the eniors' onnection ocial Worker. The mean of the nmnber of agencie with whi ch 
participants were inv lved was 4.2. Thi included, but was not limit d t th Public 
Trust e MHR, Hom support, Deto 
Rehabilitation, and Meals on Wheels. 
eriatric A sessment ommitt 
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ommunity 
lcohol consumption was m asured over time using th d scrip tors "abstinent," 
"light '"problen1 drinking ' 'sev re rob! m drinking 'and "no information." noted 
in Figure 1, there ult wa that after months the number flight drinkers increased, 
while the numb r pra ti ing ab tinence decrea ed. t si month very littl e change wa 
evid ent :G r severe problem drinkers or probl em drinker . However, s me change 
occmTed at 18 months. At this point ther was a notic able decreas in evere problem 
drinking and a slight incr ase in light drinking. After this point, abstinence increased, 
levelling off at 55.5 °/o. The change from intake to most current report was from 31 .1 °/o 
to 55 .5o/o. Also, the nun1ber for whom no information was available decreased over time 
from 13 .3% to 0. Severe problem drinking remained the same, but light drinking 
increased from 4.4%> to 11.1 °/o and problem drinkin g decreased from 33 .3% to 11 .1 °/o . 
There was positive change in the area of drinking frequency . Figure 2 indicate 
that from intake to the most current time, drinking frequency of zero changed from 17.7°/o 
to 27.2o/o. The frequency of occasional drinking increased from 11.1 o/o to 36.3 o/o. 
ombined, this is a considerable increase from 28.8°/o drinking never or occasionally to 
63.5o/o drinking never or occasionally. Frequent (not daily) drinking decreased slightly, 
from 11 .1% to 9%, and problem drinking and severe problem drinking decreased by a 
combined total of 35 .5o/o to 27 o/o. 
In the area of prescription drug use, igure 3 shows the number with no problem 
actually decreased over time, from 68 .8 % to 60%. However, impro em nt wa evi dent 
in the "slight but tolerable" ar a ' which decrea ed from l 7.7o/o to 1 0°/o), and in th 
r 
In take 
(n = 45) 
6 month 
(n 43) 
months 
(n - 26) 
T im e 
30m nth 
(n = 1 ) 
Mo t recent 
( n 10) 
l • Ab s t1ncnt O L1ght O Problem dnnkmg D evere Problem El o mformat1on 
Figure 1: Alcoho 1 consumption 
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Figure 3: Prescription drug use 
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" om what ever " ar a, which decrea d from 4.4o/o to 0%. Incidences of no 
information increa ed from 8. 0/o to 30%. 
There wa an over-all improvement in the accommodation domain , as h wn 111 
Figure 4. Whil tw nty- even, or 1.3°/o f individuals had no problems with 
accommodation at the point of intake, nine, or 81 .8 o/o had no probl ms with 
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ace mm dation at the most current fil e entry. At intake th re were four individuals or 
6. 0/o with very sever accommodati n problem and the most current entry revea led 
zero with severe accommodation problem . The even, or 15 .9% with somewhat severe 
problen1s decreased to 1 or 9o/o over the same time period . 
In the family relations domain examination of those individuals with no probl ems 
revealed that the number decreased from five to two, and the percentage with no 
problems increased only slightly, from 11 .1 o/o to 16.6%, as shown in Figure 5. Both the 
numbers and percentages decreased for moderate and major problems, with two, or 4.4o/o 
experiencing moderate problems and seven, or 15 .5°/o experiencing major probl ems at 
intake. In both of these areas, there were no problem reported for the most current file 
entry. 
In the leisure and recreation domain, there was a decrease in the number of 
participants who said they were very inactive. The number who were very inact ive 
dropped from eighteen, or 40% to two, or 16.6%, as is indicated in Figure 6. Ther was 
also an increase in satisfying activ ity. Although the numbers of individuals e periencing 
sati sfying activity remained the same (eight), the total number of participants decreased . 
Whi le th eight participants at th e tim e of intak represent 17.7%, forth mo t cutTent 
fil e entry it represents 66.6o/o. 
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Figure 4: Accommodation 
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Th daily living dmnain which includ d personal hygiene, care of hom , nutrition 
and appetite showed improvement in diet for four individual including one for which 
ther wa a change from "malnouri h d" to an adequate di t. Per onal hygiene and I or 
care of living quarters improved for four individuals . These included one individual for 
whom severe problem drinking did not change, but with acceptance of M eals on Wheels 
and hom care nursing, thi s indi idual 's over-all quality of life improved 
he frequencies of various interventions were coded and n1easured under the 
fo llowing cat gories: 
Table 5 
Interventions Used by Counsellor 
Interventions Freq uenc1 es 
1) advice suggestions to cli ent of ways of coping, courses of action 23 
2) problem solving; helping the client to determine the best course of action 20 
3) goal setting; making specific plans regarding course of action , activi ti es 19 
4) practical help ; helping the cli ent with some activity, e.g ., shopping 19 
5) listening; listening to the client 43 
6) empathy; listening to the client indicating sympathy empathy, 41 
or understanding 
7) reinforcement; encouraging the client to continue positive 0 
behaviours/attitudes 
8) encouragement; encouraging the client to initiate po itiv 5 
behaviours/attitudes 
9) 
1 0) 
1 1) 
12) 
13 
14) 
education· providing the client with information or teaching the client 
something 
e planation; clearing up confu i n mi und r tandings, or lack of 
und rstanding on th part of the client 
confrontation· making a ociation b tween th client' action and 
particular unde irabl cons quenc s 
monitoring· obtaining limited information from the client on a 
regular basi 
seeking information; probing the client ford tailed information on a 
one-time basis 
seeking clarification trying to help the client clarify or define issues 
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21 
5 
20 
35 
29 
OS 
The most frequently used interventions were listening, empathy, encouragement, 
and explanation, and th least frequently used interventions were seeking clarification, 
and explanation. 
Chapter four: onclusion 
n the basis of available infonnation, the p rcentage of early on et drinker in 
thi group (7 .5%) is a pro imately 10% higher than that which is documented in th 
lit rature. This may be duet th fact that, a de cribed by the literature, this group ha 
more p r onality and mental difficulti which r ult in high r visibility and higher 
likelihood f r ferral to the eni r ' nnection Programme. 
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Ther was a notabl difD renee in the early/late-onset group in the relationship of 
drinking to events. The finding from examining the eniors' onnection Programme 
were consistent with the literature for late onset drinkers, seven eighths, or eighty-seven 
percent of wh01n began problem drinking in response to events. These events included 
problems related to aging, such as retirement marital problems, grief and loss. While th 
literature does not elaborate on problem drinking triggers for early onset drinkers , early 
loss and trauma exist for six of the twenty-stx persons, or thirty-two percent in this group . 
For the other twenty, this information is not available. It is possible that the early lo s 
and trauma which triggered drinking have been forgotten due to 1nemory deficits . If this 
is correct, the major difference in triggers among early and late-onset drinkers is the tim e 
at which the trigger occurred: either historical as in the case for early-onset drinkers; or 
relatively recently, as in the case for late-onset drinkers. 
Multiple health problems exist for the majority of clients, with the early onset 
group experiencing more health problems (M = 3.70), than either the late onset group , 
(M= 2.87), or the "information not available" group (M= 2.9). Therefore, tho e h 
have been drinking heavily over a longer period of time hav a tenden y t b 1 
healthy than those who have begun heavy drinking later in lifl . This i con i tent with 
the literature which states that alcohol abu e impairs health by exacerbating chronic 
di ases. Most noticeabl are the eight individual who all hav dementia, and are all 
early-onset drinkers. It is very likely that their dementia is a direct result of prolonged 
heavy use of alcohol. 
lso noticeable are the thirteen individuals who exp 1--ience depression. It is 
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po ible that their depr sion i caused by th use of the d pressant, alcohol. owever, it 
is also possible that the e individuals may be using alcohol a a form of"self medication" 
for their depr ssion, to help th m feel better, or at least help forget what is causing their 
depression. It is difficult to determine whether depression is a cause or the result of 
drinking, particularly when that information is not always available. However, if the 
drinking was initiated in order to self-medicate for the depression, it is possible that 
earlier intervention may have prevented the use of alcohol for this purpose. 
The literature review reveals that there is a significantly high rate of suicide in 
Prince George, as well as a provincially high rate of suicide among men over eighty years 
of age. It is therefore likely that there is a high rate of suicide among older men, 
particularly those over age eighty, in Prince George. 
Finally, there are individuals with musculo-skeletal problems who, like the people 
with depression, may use alcohol as self medication. It is likely that these individuals use 
the medication for relief from physical pain. However, since prolonged abuse 
exacerbates chronic painful diseases such as arthritis and rheumatism, the long-tem1 
effect of using alcohol for pain medication is probably increa ed need for pain 
medication due to increased illness. Appropriate early intervention would be in the [! m1 
of adequate pain management education and medicati n. Both the individual with 
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depre sion and those with 1nu culo-sk letal disease are compris d ofboth early and late-
onset probl m drinker . 
linking consumption and frequency wer both con iderably reduced from the 
time of intak to the most recent fil entry. Tho e few individuals who continued to 
drink at high levels were early ons t problem drink rs with dementia , however they 
commonly had other areas in which improvement was evident. One, during the course of 
participation in the eniors' onnection Programme, was evicted from seniors' housing 
due to drinking-related behaviour. New accommodation was secured, and this individual 
has r mained in his present accommodation more than one year. However, since the 
incident occurred after 30 months and over one year prior to the most current file entry, it 
is not reflected in the statistics. 
Some reduction occurred in prescription drug use. This is a difficult area because 
when doctors prescribe drugs, clients tend to believe they are helpful, particularly drugs 
which they have used for a long time. Sometimes addressing the issue with clients' 
doctors has proven helpful. 
As stated at the beginning of this paper, the Seniors ' Connection Programme 
operates within a client-centered, harm-reduction model. As such outreach treatment 
extends beyond addressing alcohol consumption or 1nisuse of presc1iption drug . It has 
the larger goal of reducing overall harm. As a client-centered programme, interventions 
vary according to the needs of individual clients (Holland, 1999). Practical interv ntion 
have been used to solve legal problems some of which were the result ofpa t legal 
difficulties that occurred prior to involvement in the enior ' onnection Programme. 
There was also improvement in the financial domain, where assistanc in acces ing fund 
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uch as pensions orr nt sub idies was provided. Wher necessary, the intervention of the 
Public Tru tee wa initiated in ord r to provide financial protection. Accom1nodati n 
problems were alleviated by helping to find appropriat or adequate accommodation, and 
metime maintaining accomm dati n through financial anangem nts uch as direct 
rent payment. dvocating with landlords on the client's b half and explaining rental and 
b havioural e pectation to chents also helped to maintain housing. Initiating h me 
support services to maintain acceptable housekeeping standards is another way in which 
housing was supported. Refenals to such agencies as Meals on Wheels and 
encouragement and assistance in acces ing medical services, along with stabi li zing 
finances and accommodation have also served to facilitate and suppmi independent living 
in the community. 
Hmm reduction strategies that were more directly related to alcohol misuse 
included such measures as encouraging individuals to have one drink daily instead of a 
case of beer per day, or waiting until noon to start drinking instead of having the first 
d1ink of the day early in the morning. 
Some individuals in the programme who have dementia and continue to d1ink 
heavily do not understand the connection between their actions and subsequent 
consequences. For these individuals, a "lifeskills" worker intervenes in very practical 
ways, such as taking groups on recreational outings so they have something to do as an 
alternative to drinking. The lifeskills worker also takes some individuals shopping on 
cheque day, offering an opportunity for bulk grocery pur hases. Thi ensur proper 
nutrition and eliminates the possibility of having a surplus of money available for the 
purchase of alcoh 1. The goals of harm reduction are much broader than impl 
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abstin nee. Although som clients choose abstin nee and many reduce the frequency nd 
amount of ubstance con umed thi is a choice not a requirement of the programme. 
While individuals have been upported in living independently th re has be n 
measurable in1provement in their quality of life. Through improved social and 
recr ational activities i olation has be n reduced and an alternative to drinking has 
becmne available. R ferral are mad tooth r agencie such as eni rs ' utreach . For 
som of the pr viou ly i olal d cli ents, referral to the Lifeski 11 Pr gramme, a servi ce of 
th eniors' onnection Programme, has greatly enhanced opportunities for regul ar social 
contacts and recreation . 
ounselling, support, and problem-solving strategies have been provided to 
individuals and their families and caregivers . The counsellor has provided informal 
education through helping clients draw associations between their actions and und esirabl e 
consequences. Clients have been helped to identify and address their needs, which have 
varied from grief and loss issues to family problems to alcohol reduction strategies. 
Clients have been encouraged to initiate and continue positi ve behaviours. nn French, 
Head Nurse at Detox, states that she feels 111ore positive about discharging older people 
when she knows that they are receiving support from the Seniors' mmection 
Programme. 
While the Seniors ' Connection Programme is obtaining positive outcomes for 
programme participants, there may be many people who meet the criteria of the 
programme and are not being reached . orne of these may be women over the age of 
seventy- fiv e. Whil e this group is underrepresented in the Seniors ' nne tion 
Programm e, women in Prince eorge have a signifi cantly high rate f ale hoi-related 
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d ath when compared with the province as a whole or compared with men in Prine 
eorg . It i po sibl that 01ne of the women who have alcohol-related d aths ar 
w01nen ov rag seventy-fi whose alcohol abuse rob lem r main. Th hidden nature 
of th alcohol abuse may be du to the fact that the individuals with whom they have 
b en in contact hav not be n sufficiently informed or motivat d to intervene. 
The literature revi w examined th need for age-specific treatment for older 
adults. orne of the differences b tween working with older adults compared with 
young r one were not d in discu ions with Ann French and J anne Hodson of lcohol 
& rug ervtces. nn mentioned the difficulty that older men often have with talking 
about feeling , and Joanne sugge ted that "counselling' is a foreign concept for many of 
the older men. Joanne stated that an older adult attending an Alcohol and Drug ervices 
group is likely to be the only older person in an environment where the majority are in 
their 'twenties." Finally, Joanne mentioned a different perception of older adults. They 
do not see alcohol and prescription dntgs as drug problems, but as medical problems. In 
Detox, one very obvious difference is that the older people need more time to detoxify. 
The older people generally have different expectations than do the younger adults, with 
less tendency towards expecting immediate treatment results . 
As mentioned in the literature, twelve percent of Canada's population are senior , 
and this percentage is growing. It therefore seems that programmes for older adult are 
under-funded, when only one half to one percent of the total money pent on addiction 
programmes is allocated to older adults. 
A limitation of this study is the lack of objectiv information from which to 
measure. Because the intake fonns were not designed to address th p cific conce111 of 
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thi valuator, some information required th researcher ' s subjective interpretation and 
me informati n wa not available. For xample, an indicator of physical/ em~otiona1 I 
m ntal h alth would assi tine amining the relationship between physical health and 
ther area of life such a emotional h alth , family r Jati n hips , r alcohol and drug use. 
hapter five: Recommendation 
In ord r to facilitate mor accurate too ls for ongoing evaluation of this 
programme, the client contact record which was developed by rahan1, aund rs, 
Flow r, Ti1nney White- am bell and Pietropao la, (Appendix B) cou ld be used as a 
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basi II r developing an ongoing c ntact record. This would be in addition to the progress 
not s that are already kept. This form could be completed every 6 m nth for the first 
year, and then updated yearly. th er information that would be helpful to add on thi s 
form would be changes to medication as well as number of hospitalizations since the las t 
report, including purpose and duration of hospitali zation. It is recognised that accurate 
infonnation regarding hospitalizations is not always available. In instances of mental 
disorder such as depression it would be helpful to add information to the intake form 
regarding time of onset of substance abuse compared with mental disorder onset. This 
would aid in detem1ining whether the substance abuse was precipitated by a mental 
disorder, or vice versa. Although this information is not always avail able, it woul d be 
helpful to note this whenever possible. 
There is a need for 1nore public awareness about the Seniors ' Connection 
Programme, particularly for older adults who have alcohol and substance abuse 
problems. Jomme Hodson states that people aged fifty-five and older are rare at Alcohol 
and Drug Services, but she believes that the Seniors ' onnection Programme es only a 
small percentage of the people who could be served by this prograrmne. (In the two year 
period between January 1997 and December 1998, Alcohol and Drug ervic saw 
twenty-three individuals over age sixty; specifically, seven femal and i teen mal 
This repre en ted 1.56 percent of their client population D r that p riod) . M mb r r th 
gen ral public as well as th health professional need ducation about the danger 
ociated with substance abus by older adults. Perhaps this would increase the 
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lik lihood of concern re ulting in mor re£ rrals to the eniors' onnection Programme. 
Adequate pain management ducation and medication may help to curb the 
instanc of old r adult who abu alcohol and other drugs in att mpts to c ntrol th eir 
pam. 
ummary 
The Prince eorge eniors ' onnection Programme is uniqu e in Prince eorge. 
erving older adults who are affected by alcohol abuse it uses a harm reduction model to 
address the whole person not just the alcohol or substance abuse. The outreach nature of 
the programme facilitates access by people who may otherwise be unable to receive 
services. By using non-confrontational techniques, individuals who might otherwise be 
reluctant to receive treat1nent are helped . The Seniors' Connection Program1ne 
encourages independence and integration of older persons in the communi ty; id ntifie 
and addresses the needs of older persons who misuse alcohol or drugs in ways that refl ect 
the particular issues of aging, for example, grieving; identifies and addre ses the need of 
older persons who have a history of misuse of alcohol or drugs that when combined with 
aging results in issues of support, housi ng and independence; eliminates, reduc s or 
modifies the frequency, amount and patten1 of alcohol and/or drug consumption; and 
works toward maintaining progress, for example, relapse prevention. 
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APPENDIX A 
Inf01mation 
What i 
What JS your age 
l under 55 
2 55-64 
3 65-74 
What is your curTent marital status? 
1 single, never married 
2 married 
3 conunonlaw 
2 
4 
5 
4 
5 
6 
What was your occupation before ret1rement? 
1 profes ional 5 
2 manage or elf-employed 6 
3 licensed trades, paraprofess ional 7 
4 clerical I ales 
Have your served in the military? 
1 Yes 2 
tracted from li nt Files 
Male 
7 -84 
84+ 
widowed 
separated 
divorced 
un killed 
homemaker 
long-term unemployed 
0 
Who referred you to the eniors' Connection Programme? 
01 self 
02 family 
03 friend or other chent 
04 visiting nurse 
05 day hospital 
06 general hosp1tal 
07 family physician 
08 private psychiatrist 
09 psychiatric hospital 
10 Detox 
11 
12 
13 
Other addictions treatment programme 
police 
legal aid 
How much alcohol do you drink? 
1 none 
2 light (1 or 2 drinks at a si ttmg) 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
socia l serv ice agency 
housmg serv1ce 
boarding home 
group home 
nursing home 
retirement home 
Meals on Wheels 
visiting homemaker 
Department of Veteran ' Affairs 
landlord/landlady 
sen 10rs mforma tion serv 1ce 
seniors activity centre 
other (please specify) 
3 problem drinking (drinking is cau ing health or other problems) 
4 severe problem dnnkmg (drinkmg is serious ly compromising your health, cau mg 
accommodation, financial, or other cr i es) 
9 no mformation 
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How often do you drink? 
0 never 
1 occasionally 
2 frequently (3 or 4 time per week) 
3 daily 
4 orne drinking (frequency unknown) 
9 no information 
Prescription Drug se 
1 no problem with 
2 light but tolerable 
3 somewhat severe 
4 very severe 
9 no info1mation 
Accommoda t10n 
1 no problems 
2 slight problems but tolerable 
3 somewhat severe 
4 very severe 
9 no information 
How are your relationships with family/spouse 
0 not applicable 
1 source of client strength 
2 no problems 
3 slight problems 
4 moderate problems 
5 major problems 
Do you have economic I financial problems? 
1 no problems 
2 s light problems but tolerable (less than ideal accommodation) 
3 somewhat severe (very mappropriate or threat of evict10n) 
4 very severe (homeless, evicted) 
9 no information 
What other agencies are you been involved with? 
Have you had a legal problems since you have participated in the Seniors' Connection Programme? 
1 no problems 
2 problems 
What best describes your social activities? 
1 No social contacts 
2 Limited contacts 
3 ontact w1th volunteer I agency on ly 
4 atisfying social contact 
What be t de cnbes your leisure activities? 
1 very mact1ve 
2 some activity 
3 sati fying I regular recreatiOn 
9 no information 
Why were you refened to the eniors' onnection Programme? 
1 engagement in treatment 
2 assessment for treatment 
3 as e smentl intervention for drug problem treatment 
4 as es mentlintervention for alcohol/drug problem 
5 as es mentlinterventwn for problem related to alcohol or drug use 
Do you worry about money? 
What are your livmg anangements? 
1 live alone 
2 w1th partner/ spouse 
3 with fam1ly (no spou e) 
4 
5 
6 
with spou e & family 
with friend(s) 
group setting 
What physical health problems do you have? (example, arthritis, heart problems) 
What medications do you take (over the counter & prescription) . 
Alcohol pecific 
How old were you when drinking became a problem? 
Was problem drinking related to an event? 
0 1 Grief I loss 
02 Health problems 
03 Marital/family problems 
04 oe1al environment 
05 Sleep problems 
06 Job stresses 
07 Ret1rement 
08 Trauma (acc1dent, war service) 
09 Finances 
10 Physical abuse 
11 exual abuse 
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APP NDIX B 
li ent ontact Records 
Location of Vi it : Duration of visit Reason for visit 
Vi Jt Initiated by ther present at vi it ther agency invo lvement 
altent feature of cl!ent during c ntact 
Mood 
nXJOU 
T1red 
nhappy 
ngry 
Frustrated 
Upset 
nceriain 
Other: 
Pa s1ve 
Defenstve 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
OPA worker 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
ummary of c!tent status 
Health Rating 
relaxed 
well-rested 
happy 
not angry 
at peace 
not up et 
cetiain 
cooperative 
enthusiastic 
active 
open 
(0-20 very poor, 21-40 poor, 41 -60 maJor probl ems, 61-80 minor pr blem , 81-l 00 good to tdea l) 
hysical emotional mental 
(If rating is less than 81 or more detai l required, complete Health Form) 
Alcohol Consumption Since Last Contact: 
1 abstinent 
2 light 
3 heavy problem drinkmg* 
8 not applicable 
9 no information 
(Details on Alcohol form)* 
Frequency of Drinking Accordmg to Client 
0 none 
1 occaswnal* 
2 frequent (but not daily)* 
3 datly* 
4 some drinkmg (frequency unknown)* 
8 not applrcable 
9 no mforrnatwn 
average number of standard drinks per day* 
Worker's opinion of Clients' Accuracy in Reporting Frequency and Standard Drink 
Frequency 
1 accurate report 
2 under repori 
3 over-repoti 
9 no information 
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1 
2 
3 
9 
tandard drinks 
accurate report 
under-report 
over report 
no infom1ation 
no social contact * 
contact with volunteer/agency only* 
limited contacts* 
4 atlsfymg oc1al contact 
9 no mformation 
(Detads on ocial ontacts Form)* 
Leisure ctivities 
1 very inactive* 
2 some activity* 
3 satisfying recreation 
9 no information 
(Details on Leisure Form)* 
Activities of Daily Living I utrition 
Poor Fair 
Personal hygiene 1* 2* 
are of clothing 1* 2* 
are of living quarters 1 * 2* 
Adequacy of diet 1* 2* 
Appetite 1* 2* 
(Details on ADL/Nutnt10n form)* 
urrent Economic Status 
1 no problems 
2 slight problems but tolerable 
3 somewhat severe* 
4 very severe* 
8 not applicable 
9 no mformat10n 
Adequate 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
(De tails on Economic and/or Accommodation Fom1 ) 
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Good xcellent No 
mforma tion 
4 5 9 
4 5 9 
4 5 9 
4 5 9 
4 5 9 
unent Ace mmodation Status 
1 no problem 
2 slight pr blems but tolerable 
3 somewhat severe 
4 very severe 
not applicable 
9 no information 
(Details on Economic and/ Accorrunodation Forms) 
no problems with drug u e 
li ght problems with drug u e* 
moderate problem * 
4 evere problems 
not applicable 
9 no mformation 
(Detai ls on Drug Form)* 
pause/ Significant Other/Cohabitant 
0 not applicable, or 
1 source of client trength 
2 no problems 
3 light problems 
4 moderate problems* 
5 major problems* 
9 no information 
(Details on Spouse Form)* 
unent Legal Status 
1 no problems 
2 problems (Detai ls on Legal Form) 
Summary of Major Feature of Contac t ( heck all that apply) 
1 focus on specific life areas 
2 general discussiOn and ch1t chat 
3 accomplishing specific tasks wrth chent 
4 other (specrfy) 
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APP N IX 
Marital tatus 
Marital tatu Frequency 
Divorced 15 (34 .0 %) 
Single, never married 08(18 .1 %) 
Married 07 (15 .9 %) 
Widowed OS (11.3 %) 
Separated 02 (04 .5 %) 
Common Law 01 (02.2 %) 
W1dowed, rernarned, and di vorced 01 (02 .2 %) 
Marital status information unavailable OS (11. 3 %) 
Total 44 (99.5 %) 
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APPENDIXD 
Living Anangements 
Living Arrangement Frequenc 
Alone 26 (59%) 
roup home 05 (11 .3%) 
With family , but not pouse 03 (6.8%) 
With spou e 02 (4 .5%) 
Changed from alone to with group 02 ( 4.5%) 
Changed from living wi th spouse to group 0 1 (2 .25 %) 
Changed from family (no sp.) to group 01 (2 .25%) 
Changed from spouse & famtly to alone 01 (2 .25%) 
Changed from spouse to living alone 01 (2.25%) 
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APPENDIXE 
Occupation 
Occupation Frequency 
Un killed 14 
H memaker 08 
L 1cen ed trade /parapro~ s 1011al 06 
ManagemenU elf-emp loyed 02 
lencal/sa le 01 
No information 12 
Gender 
Fen1ale 1 
Male 6 
Total 7 
APP NDIXF 
Legal Probl ms 
Married 
ingle 
eparated 
Marital Status 
1 
1 
2 
ommon Law 1 
Divorced 1 
Total 7 
5 
